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Abstract 
The CIT will benefit from auxiliary heating of 10 to -10 MW. The schedules 
of both the CIT construction project and the operating plan contain adequate 
time to develop and implement ECH systems based on the gyrotron and the 
induction free electron laser (IFEL). Each approach has advantages and is 
the object of R&D at the level of many millions of dollars per year. While 
the gyrotron is further advanced in terms of power and pulse length achieved, 
rapid progress is scheduled for the IFEL, including experiments on tokamaks. 
Plans of CIT, gyrotron, and IFEL make 1992 an appropriate time frame to 
commit to one or both svstems. 
MASTER , 
1 Requirements 
We divide requirements into physics and engineering. In general, physics 
is related to energy flows in the plasma, and engineering is related to flows 
mitside t h e varurnn vessel, including the possible motiun of tr i t ium away from 
the vessel. 
1.1 Physics 
The basic GIT physics requirements for auxiliary heating can be specified 
by three parameters: power, frequency, and time. The nominal values for the 
full-performance device are 40 M\V, 280 GHz, and 10 seconds. The follow­
ing sections develop the motivation for these numbers. Section 1.1.1 discusses 
power based on the predictions of scaling laws for the size of the minimum 
auxiliary power required to reach ignition. Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 discuss the 
frequency derived from the several levels of magnetic field needed for opera­
tion, and the requirement for modulation. Section 1.1.4 lists the pulse length. 
Finally, the second harmonic option is examined in 1,1.5. 
The nature of the CIT design is summarized in Table I , "Selected Param­
eters of the CIT Design." 
1.1.1 P r e d i c t i o n s of Sca l ing Laws 
Figure 1 plots contours of required auxiliary power in temperature-density 
space, assuming Kaye-Goldston confinement. 1 The maximum required auxil­
iary power for maintaining an equilibrium is about 6 MW. A higher power is 
required to reach ignition in a sufficiently short t ime, owing to the effects of 
heat capacity. 
There is uncertainly in plasma confinement. The Kaye-Goldston law of 
Fig. 1 is on the optimistic end of the range. A law of Goldston 2 from the 
Aachen meeting often is used in analyzing results, [f an enhancement of a 
factor of 1.8 over the Goldston scaling is assumed, then CIT would not reach 
ignition, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The confinement of Fig. 2 may not lead to ignition, but the fusion energy 
multiplication (Q) can be large, as shuwn in Fig. 3. These curves are contours 
of constant Q for the same parameters as Fig. 2, including 1.8 times Goldston 
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confinement. Auxiliary heating power of 25 MW yields a Q of about 10. 
A steady-state power of BO MW would he required to reach the estimated 
operational limits on beta and density. 
If the enhancement over (toldston scaling is a factor of 2, then ignition 
becomes possible. Enhancements of this magnitude are consistent with some 
of the results found in large tokamaks. The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 
(TFTR) has been able to operate in a 'supershot 1 mode, in which an en­
hancement of confinement of approximately 3 is found in low-initial-density, 
neutral-beam-fueled discharges. While this low-initial-density mode, as it is 
known in T F T R , may not lead to ignition, it does offer hope of finding higher 
confinement than predicted by the C=oldston scaling. 
The impact of scaling laws is that auxiliary heating powers from 10 MW to 
10 MW may be required to make high-Q or ignited plasma. The range quoted 
is broad in parallel with the range of uncertainty. 
1.1.2 O p e r a t i n g M a g n e t i c Fields 
Operat ions at 7 through 11 T e s l a Although the engineering design of 
CIT is aimed at 10 Tesla for a large number of pulses (3000), operation at 11 
Tcsla for fewer pulses (yet to be determined) is also an important design goal. 
The motivation is one final increase of the intrinsic performance if the goal of 
ignition is slightly beyond the reach or the 10-Tesla parameters. 
Operation at 10 Tesla and 11 Tesla is the requirement for the tokamak 
systems (magnet coils, vessel, s tructure), but the initial construction project 
will deliver a power supply capable of 7 Tesla. 
There are se\-eral avenues upgrading the power system, some of which are 
under discussion with the Soviet Union. For the moment, our planning should 
be based on the assumption that the 10 Tesla capability will follow the initial 
7 Tesla. installation by 3 years. 
Another important feature of the 7/10 Tesla transition is tha t , according to 
the engineering philosophy, the number of pulses at 7 T is virtually unlimited 
by fatigue, whereas at 10 T the fatigue limit is in the range of 3000 pulses. 
Therefore, regardless c>r the eventual plan for upgrading power and energy, 
there will be extensive operation in the 7 T range to gain experience with 
CIT. 
H e a t i n g Dur ing R a m p The pulse length of the machine is short to min­
imize the project cost. As a result, the flat lop pulse length is 5 seconds. 
This time, while sufficient to reach ami study ignition, does not contain a 
large margin for special formation techniques or shutting down the discharge 
smoothly. Therefore, we consider the possibility of heating during the ramp-up 
and ramp-down phase. 
Figure 4 shows that an extra 3 seconds on the front side of the 10 Tesla 
flat top period can be obtained by operating when the field gets to 80% of 
thf maximum and the current attains 1/2 of the nominal value. A similar 
possibility exists on the ramp-down side. Figure 5 gives a similar result for 
the 11 Tesla operation, although the flat top is shorter and the time from 80% 
to 100% of operating Held is longer. Figure 6 shows the 7 Tesla case. 
The frequency can be calculated approximately from the electron cyclotron 
resonance being proportional to magnetic field at 28 GHz per Tesla. Thermal 
and Doppler effects exist, but can be assumed small in the approach to heating 
being considered. Besl results are expected with heating at the "enter, so there 
may be a benefit 1o sweeping the frequency of the microwave power with field. 
Thus , a nominal 10 Tesla case involves a ramp from 224 GHz to 280 GHz in 
3 seconds, hold for 5 seconds, and ramp back to 224 GHz in 3 seconds. The 
few 11 Tesla experiments need 246 GHz ramped to 308 GHz and back. The 
majority of experiments, involving the 7 Tesla maximum field, needs 160 GHz 
ramped to 200 GHz and back. 
F i x e d Frequency, w i th M o v i n g R e s o n a n c e Ramping the frequency up 
and down requires a s ta te of technology that is quite advanced considering 
the absence of any suitable source in this range at the moment. The problem 
with ramping is probably variations in microwave impedance with frequency, 
leading to resonant reflections and local power concentrations in the microwave 
generator and transmission system. 
On the other hand, it is plausible that the plasma is not so demanding 
that the heat must be deposited exactly in the center. In fact, the elongated 
equilibria of ( ' IT feature a large sawtooth mixing radius, equal to more than 
60% of the minor radius. The effort of heating in the exact center can be 
obtained for heating within fi0% of the minor radius of the center. Therefore, 
a choice of frequency that is the mean of the center frequencies of interest 
appears acceptable. 
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Kur 10 Tesla experiments the mean is '25(1 Cillz: for I I Tesla. the mean is 
280 GHz: finally, at 7 Tesla. the mean is 180 GHz. 
If a fixed frequency is used in a changing Held, then the plasma must fill 
llie region adequately. This point is addressed in Kigs. 7 and (S. The Tokamak 
Simulation Code ( T S G ) 3 was used to make these calculations of the evolution 
of the equilibrium. Note that the final location of the plasma is reached 2 
seconds from initiation, while the heating during the ramp in Fig. 4 needs to 
start I seconds after initiation. 
F i x e d F r e q u e n c y , wi th C h a n g i n g Launch A n g l e T h e Doppler shift can 
be used to adjust the location of heating. In some circumstances, which involve 
launch from the top of the tokamak, the adjustment can be extremely large: 
Mazzucaln fl ai. find tha t a 10.5 Tesla compact ignition device can be heated 
successfully with only 190 GHz. 4 
A version of this technique can be used to keep central healing white the 
field is changing and the frequency is constant. A mechanism to steer the EC'H 
launch angle relative to the magnetic field can be imagined inside a horizontal 
port . Estimates by M. Porkolab are that a 20 degree swing would be sufficient 
for following the last 20% ramp of the field.5 
S u m m a r y on O p e r a t i n g M a g n e t i c Fie lds In summary, the heating needs 
to be effective at nominal fields of 7, 10, and 11 Tesla. In addition, the heating 
should be effective as the magnetic field ramps through the last 20% of the 
nominal peak magnetic field. It appears that this could be handled by two 
separate frequencies, a nominal 180 GHz system for 7 Tesla and a nominal 280 
GHz system for 10 and 11 Tesla. However, predicting the range of possible 
operating situations tha t will be desired is difficult, and timability in small 
steps through this range would be an advantage, whether on the time scale of 
days or fractions of a second. Some effective tunability may be practical by 
changing the launch angle. 
1.1.3 Rapid M o d u l a t i o n o f Frequency and P o w er 
The ability to place the resonance at the q I surface, and the q 2 surface 
could be important, allowing interaction with MM) activity in the plasma. 
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There is some experimental and theoretical evidence for improved plasma per­
formance under such situations. It may also be desirable to heat at different 
locations at different litries. However, this capability represents a new level of 
demand on the technologies that have not approached the basic requirements 
of high frequency and high power. Fine scale control of frequency and power 
is desirable once the basic requirements can be met. 
Simple modulation of power should not be difficult, and it is expected to 
be one of the fundamental controls of plasma near ignition. 
Variation on moderate time scales (0.5 sec) of the location of the power 
deposition may be possible with an aiming adjustment on the vertical location 
of the geometrical ray path. 
1.1.4 P u l s e L e n g t h 
The discussion above on the waveform of field and current shows that the 
heating should be available for approximately 10 seconds. Of this time, 5 
seconds represent flat-top time, and the other 5 seconds would be used during 
ramp-up and ramp-down. 
This nominal 10 second pulse length applies to initial operations on ( ' IT 
at 7 T. in which power and energy are limited. The 10 second pulse length 
also applies to the 10/1 I Tesla operation with full power and energy installed. 
However, when full power and energy are installed, very long puJses are possible 
at the 7 Tesla magnetic field. For such pulses, it is possible that heating times 
on the scale of 20 seconds would be desirable. 
1.1.5 Second H a r m o n i c H e a t i n g 
First harmonic heating (fundamental) has been discussed, ra ther than sec­
ond harmonic. This is because significant power is now available at U 0 GHz 
with gyrotrons, which is comparable to the 180 GHz required for 7 T. A second 
harmonic system is 360 to 560 GHz, representing an enormous advance in the 
s ta te of the ar t . 
However, the physics advantage to second harmonic heating is the increase 
in density that can be healed. Higher density is associated with better con­
finement, a rise in the piuduct n • T • T and an increased range of plasma 
parameters for ignition, hased on empirical evidence, ( ' IT assumes that the 
fi 
densitv will be limited to 
fie < 2.0B/(Rqt) , 
where n P is in units of 102° particles per m 3, B is in Tesla, R is in meters.6 
The engineering q. qc, is defined as 
qr = 5a2nB/(RI) 
with I in MA and n representing the elongation. The basis for this limit is not 
fully explained by theory, although it is generally believed that it is related 
to Bj(Rq) being proportional to current density, and therefore power input 
from th plasma current. If true, extra power input couid presumably allow 
the densitv to rise. However, data proving this have not emerged1. 
At 10 T, the empirical density limit yields 5 x 10 2 0 per cubic meter for 
the line-averaged density, while 280 GHz should propagate from launch on 
the outside midplane (ordinary mode) to 9.7 x 10 2 0 . The two density limits 
are close enough that calculations of the refractive effects are necessary to 
examine the feasibility. The calculations show that acceptable trajectories of 
the EC'H energy occur up to 0.8 of the cutoff density - or 8 x 10 2 0. Therefore, 
first harmonic looks satisfactory for useful heating at the nominal C1T density 
limit. However, advancing beyond this density would not b» possible with 280 
C.Hz. 
At 7 T, the empirical limit on average density limit is 3.5 x I0 2°, but 
the practical propagating limit for 180 GHz is about 3.2 x 10 2 0 peak density 
Therefore, a 180 GHz source for 7 Tesla actually limits the density to slightly 
less than the "2B/Rq" empirical formula. 
1.2 Engineering 
1,2.1 Space Requirements 
The ECH power must be transmitted into a port with clear dimensions 
of approximately 35 by 100 on. The lota) power should be up to 15 M\V 
per port. This means an average transmitted power density of 10 kVV/cm2, 
assuming about half the port area is filled with EC'H couplers. 
The ptirt size comes from the overall parameters of the design. The re­
quirement on '.5 MW per port comes from the apparent ability of ECH power 
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to achieve this high power density, and the fact thai ECU is to he a supple-
merit to the original ion cyclotron heating (l('l ') system, which requires three 
ports for 10 M\V. If EC'H has to use more ports than 1 per It) M\Y, it;, use 
as a supplement will be difficult owing to limitations on the number of ports 
available for heating. 
The equipment to generate and transmit the EC-H power must fit into the 
site of ('IT, which includes existing TFTR buildings. Surrounding land can 
be used, within limits imposed by the existing site. 
1.2.2 Safety 
Tritium streaming up the waveguides connecting the ECH power source(s) 
to the vacuum chamber is the major safety consideration. Numerical require­
ments need to be developed. 
The design objective for CIT on radiation safety issues is a maximum site 
boundary dose of 10 millirem per year in normal operation, and a maximum 
site boundary dose of 5 rem in case of an extremely unlikely event, or 1 rem 
in the case of an unlikely event. An extremely unlikely event has a probability 
in the range of 1 0 - 6 to 10"'' per year. An unlikely event has a probability in 
the range of Id""1 to 10" 2 per year. 
There are two basic approaches to the waveguides: with windows and 
without windows. Gyrotron installations of the past have used windows, and 
engineers working on gyrotrons prefer windows for the future. However, R&D 
on windows at this high frequency will be required, and is not now funded. 
The IFEL instillation at the Microwave Tokamak Experiment (MTX) at LLN'L 
does not have windows, and the planning for an IFEL on CIT does not include 
windows. 
If there are no windows, a differential pumping system with fast vah'es (or 
more accurately, fast conductance limiters) appears to be possible. There has 
been no design work on such systems for the CIT context. 
In either case, waveguides may require a "jacket-1 as a tritium barrier. This 
will obviously make the design more cumbersome. Issues related to tritium 
will be explored in the near future. 
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1.2.3 R e l i a b i l i t y 
C1T has forma] requirements on reliability for all systems, expressed in 
terms of a low probability for forced shutdown of operations from failures. 
The ECH system would have to match these requirements. 
For example, the August 5, 1988 draft of the Systems Requirements Doc­
ument slates the following relative to ECH: 
1. There shall be no credible failure modes (P > 10 6 ) for the ECH sys­
tem which, directly or indirectly, would compromise the ( ' IT mission by 
precluding operation at 10 Tesla and II MA for a period in excess of 1 
calendar year. 
2. All credible failure modes shall be repairable with equipment funded in 
the construction project. 
3. The downtime for unscheduled maintenance of the ECH system shall not 
exceed 2.7 hours per thousand hours of operation per 10 MW of installed 
power. 
A. During full power operation (> 7 T) the probability of not successfully 
acquiring and archiving the necessary subset of data for achieving the 
goal of a given shot due to an aiiomalv related to the ECH system or of 
experiencing a failure in the ECH system which precludes the initiation 
of the next shot shall be less than 0.8 per thousand shots per 10 MW of 
installed power. 
Other than reliability requirements as expressed above, there is no require­
ment related to reliabilitv on the desired amount of power to come from one 
source. It is sometimes believed that a unit size smaller than 1 MW (or so) 
will lead to an unreliable system of 10 MW in size, and that the iarger the 
power from a unit the better. This thought may turn out to be valid, but it 
remains to be demonstrated. 
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2 Schedule and Cost 
2.1 CIT Schedule 
2.1.1 C o n s t r u c t i o n a n d O p e r a t i n g 
The CIT Project Schedule, as of autumn 1988. is a reference for consid­
erations pertaining to R&D on ECH sources. .A-cording to that schedule, 
operation with plasma SUTIS at P. 7 Tesla maximum field in July of 1996. The 
basic machine will be capable of 10 Tesla for a nominal 3000 puises, and 11 
Tesla for some limited number of discharges. The limitation to 7 Tesla oper­
ation comes from installed equipment fo- energy storage and conversion. The 
additional funding for operation at 10 and i ! Tesia is in the range of S70 M. 
Since the funds have not been identified, the t ime required to bring the CIT 
to 10 Tesla might be in the range of fo.ir years. 
Theie are operating considerations as well. Since experience will be needed 
with the equipment and the plasma, and since the number of shots per day 
will be on the order of ten. four years of preparation for the highest field is 
reasonable. 
Therefore, we est imate E requirement for an ECH system capable of heating 
a 7 Tesla plasma in 1996, and a 10/11 Tesla plasma after a time, depending 
on funding. Assuming four years to specify, construct, and install the ECH 
system, the RILD should be finished in 1992, with some continuing R&D on 
the higher frequency in progress until 1996. 
2.1.2 P o s s i b l e R & D P l a n s 
R&D could be aimed strictly at the CIT schedule, meaning a source suitable 
for 7 T, ready for design and construction work in 1992, with continuing R&D 
for the higher field until 1996-8. Such a plan appears to be especially sound 
for the gyrotron approach, because the gyrotron is already achieving 800 kW 
for short pulses at 140 GHz, and is directed in the near term to 400 kW 
steady-state at 140 GHz. 
Alternatively, R&D could aim at the 10 T condition, believing that , if such 
a goal is achieved, modifications for operation at 7 Tesla should be relatively 
simple. This plan woidd be consistent with the existing IFEL program, which 
is aimed at 250 GHz on a tokamak experiment. 
1U 
Supporting either plan requires study of practical issues (cost and schedule) 
and relationships to other programs. The CUT design group favors a plan 
which focuses on the JO Tesla implementation, since that is where the ultimate 
success of CIT is most likely to occur. A possible outcome of this strategy, is 
that a 10 Tesla source is developed successfully, but that retreating to 7 Tesla 
resonance for the early implementation on C/'IT appears too expensive or too 
time-consuming. In that case, the 10 Tesla source could be used at 7 Tesla. 
through the technique of Doppler shifting the frequency with off-perpendicular 
launching. This does introduce complications with steering the beam, and the 
physics of heating fast electrons. 
2.2 Gyrotron R&D and Fabrication Schedule and Cost 
The OIT project has prepared cost estimates for a complete gyrotron pro­
gram, including R&D and fabrication of a 10 MW installation.' The fabrication 
project takes advantage of existing TFTR neutral beam power supplies, which 
have an estimated value of $20 M, and finds that 10 MW would cost about 
$22 M. 
This cost would have to be duplicated for each additional 10 MW system. 
Above 30 MW, TFTR power supplies would be fully used. 
This cost estimate has a detailed logic behind it, including the following 
important milestones: 
• 1 MW short pulse demonstration at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech­
nology (MIT) using an experimental 280 GHz tube; 
October 1989 
• I MW short pulse demonstration at MIT using a cw-relevant 280 GHz 
tube; 
February 1992 
• 1 MW long pulse demonstration at NO GHz at V'arian Associates, Inc. 
February 1991 
• 1/2 MW long pulse demonstration at 280 GHz at V'arian; 
October 1992 
This schedule allows* an informed decision in 1992 to proceed with the 
gyrotron approach. 
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2.3 IFEL R&D Schedule and Construction Cost 
The R&D on the IFEL involves advances in IFEL capability and ECH 
experiments on the Microwave i'okamak Experiment (MTX) in three phases. 
• Single pulse experiments in FY 89 (the US fiscal year starting October 
1988, ending September 1989) with 140 GHz and 2.5 GW for 20 nanosec­
onds. This work will investigate issues related to plasma absorption as 
well as the functioning of the IFEL. Total energy is 50 J. 
• Short burst experiments in FY 90 with 140 GHz and 3.8 GW at a pulse 
repetition frequency of 5 kHz. The burst time will be 10 milliseconds, 
for a total energy of 5 kJ. Each pulse is to be 35 ns long. 
• High average power experiments in FY 91 with 250 GHz and 10 GW 
fur 50 ns for a total average power of 2 MW over 0.5 seconds yielding 1 
MJ. This will demonstrate the heating technology, and its effects on the 
plasma for heating and profile control. Current drive is a possible topic, 
also. ; 
• Confinement and current drive experiments using high average power 
microwaves during FY 92. 
After completion of these advances in the technology of the IFEL and 
demonstration of results on the .MTX, a reliable estimate of cost and scientific 
performance can be made. 
Preliminary estimates of the costs of a 10 MW, 280 GHz system for CIT 
show S41 M, assuming that a building and prime power are available. A 560 
GHz system, which requires a 15 MeV accelerator, is estimated to be $43 M.8 
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3 Assessment of Sources for E C H 
3.1 Summary of Technologies 
The gyrotron, the Free Electron Laser (FEL), and the Cyclotron Autores-
onance Maser (CARM) all require substantial additional development to meet 
the minimum CIT requirement of at least 10 MW average power at 280 GHz. 
Table 2 summarizes the present status of these possible sources for CIT ECH. 
Table 3 gives the major operating parameters such as electron beam voltage, 
magnetic field, and efficiency. 
3.1.1 G y r o t r o n 
The gyrotron is the best developed source technology at present. It appears 
very likely that 1 MW, continuous wave (cw) oscillators at 280 GHz can be 
developed. At I 10 GHz 0.1 MW cw tubes are now available commercially 
with 0.4 MW projected to IK; available soon. At 240 GHz, 0.5 MW in 2 ms 
pulses in a cw relevant tube design has also been experimentally demonstrated. 
Kelalively moderate frequency (< x 2) and power scaling (x 3) are needed 
to meet the minimum CIT requirement with II or 12 one megawatt gyrotron 
tubes. 
In addition to the relative advanced s ta te of development, another advan­
tage of the gyrotron source technology is the relatively low electron beam 
voltage requirement. Existing neutral beam power supplies at the T F T R site 
can be readily adapted to provide the necessary voltage and power. This would 
represent a significant cost savings to CIT installation. 
However, there are several key issues that need to be considered in the 
development of a gyrotron-based ECH system for CIT. These include: wall 
loading and higher order mode tube operation as the frequency is scaled to 
280 GHz; the development of an efficient mode converter from the high order 
gyrotron oscillator mode to a low order mode useful for transmission and 
plasma heating; and the handling of many beams, up to 40, if a full 40 MVV 
CIT requirement is to be met with I MW tubes. 
A potential future difficulty with the gyrotron is extension to higher fre-
cpiencies (>3G0 GHz), where difficulties increase significantly. However, some 
performance with degraded power would lie perhaps possible if magnets are 
designed for operation at a field higher than the tiominal operating field. 
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3.1.2 IFEL (Induct ion FVee Electron Laser) 
The induction linac driven FEL is the next best developed source technol­
ogy, h s most likely form will be a rapidly pulsed amplifier, the oscillator driver 
at 280 GHz being a low power (1-10 k\Y) backward wave gyrotron. In short 
pulse operation, 20 ns. 1 GVV at 35 GHz and 50-100 MW at 1-30 GHz ha\,e been 
demonstrated. However, the pulse repetition rate to dale has been very slow, 
0.5 Hz. and consequently the average power has been on the order of 10 and 
i W, respectively. To meet the minimum CIT requirement, the average power 
performance must be improved by a factor of about 10 6 . This improvement is 
expected to be achieved in large part by an increase in the pulse repetition rate 
to the order or lO 4 Hz. using switching technology that has been demonstrated 
on injectors and accelerator sections in the laboratory. An integrated test of 
this IFEL technology will take place in the MTX program. 
The main issue with the development of IFEI.s for OIT is the achievement 
of high average power. Pulse repetition rates on the order of I0'1 Hz or higher 
are needed to demvinstrate feasibility and to resolve unknowns about possible 
nonlinear plasma effects using very high peak power pulses for ECU. Also, high 
cost and large size of 10 MeV electron beam accelerators makes the practicality 
of the IFEL very sensitive to the output power amount . 
3 .1 .3 E F E L (Elec tros ta t ic Free Electron Laser) 
The electrostatic accelerator driven FEL is in a similar s tate of develop­
ment. In the concept of TRW, Inc., the EFEL is a continuous wave (cw) 
oscillator at unit power levels of 2-3 MW. Results to date in the 30-60 GHz 
range a t TRW and at 400 GHz at the University of California at Santa Barbara 
have been much lower in peak and average power than those for the induction 
linac driven FEL. 
The main advantages of FEL sources for CIT ECH are: readily scalable 
to high frequency operation; fundamental or low order mode output directly 
usable for transmission/heating, and larger power unit size reducing transmis­
sion line complexity. The FEL also has an advantage in frequency tunability 
discussed below. 
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3.1.4 C A R M ( C y c l o t r o n A u t o r e s o n a n c e M a s e r ) 
The ("ARM is the least developed source technology proposed for ("IT. 
Because of its immature state of development, its configuration for ("IT has 
not been determined. It could take the form of a rapidly pulsed amplifier or 
oscillator or as a cw oscillator in unit sizes of 2-3 MW or larger. There are 
no experimental results in the U. S. in this area at present though several 
groups (General Atomics Corporation, MIT, the Naval Research Laboratory, 
and the University of California at Los Angeles) are initiating or planning 
experimental work. In the Soviet Union there has been some experimental 
work at 125 GHz and lower frequencies. Velocity spread effects are a key issue 
to be investigated. The CARM can be viewed as providing the potential for 
an attractive compromise between the gyrotron and FEL technologies. The 
accelerator requirement of approximately I MeV is more than for a gyrotron 
( = 100 keV) but less than for an FEL (=:!() MeV). Hence, the CARM would 
operate in a low order mode like an FEL but with a much smaller and less 
expensive accelerator. The CARM has the capability to operate at much 
higher frequencies than the gyrolron, because its frequency depends on beam 
energy as well as magnetic field. 
3=2 Frequency Tuning 
There are several potential needs for a frequency tuning capability, depend­
ing on the time scale of the tuning. Table A sununarizes the potential tuning 
capabilities of the possible CTT ECH sources. 
On the shortest millisecond time scale, tuning can be used for profile con­
trol, sawtooth stabilization, or MHD instability feedback control, The gy­
rotron oscillator has the least tuning capability on this time scale due to th( 
weak dependence of the resonance frequency on voltage pulling. The FELs 
operated as amplifiers can have 6-10% instantaneous bandwidth which would 
correspond to an equivalent millisecond tuning range given a rapidly tunable 
oscillator driver. The CAR.M potentially could have the largest millisecond 
tuning capability because, in addition to an instantaneous bandwidth com­
parable to an FEL, its Vi/vft electron beam velocity ratio could be rapidly 
varied with a specialized electron gun. The Doppler shift term in the CARM 
frequency depends only on ui|. 
On the longer second time scale, a ',U\% tuning capability would be needed 
If) 
for heating during toroidal field ramp-up and ramp-down. All the sources 
have the potential to meet this requirement. The gyrotron could achieve this 
tuning capability by mode hopping due to a sweep of its magnetic field in 
synchronism with the toroidal field. A 60% tuning range centered at 185 GHz 
with 10 GHz steps already has been demonstrated for a gyrotron a t MIT. 
However, a specialized hybrid superconducting magnet with a copper core 
and a wide bandwidth mode converter would need to be developed. The FEL 
could have a large second tuning capability by varying the vviggler magnetic 
field strength as recently demonstrated by the Electron Laser Facility (ELF) 
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The CARM could also 
have up to a 30% second tuning capability by varying its magnetic field as 
well as the Vijv\\ electron beam velocity ratio. 
A requirement for a frequency change on a much longer time scale - on 
the order todays or weeks • has also been s tated. Slow frequency adjustments 
would be useful when C-'IT s tar t -up operation at 7 T progresses to 10 T and 
possibly 11 T operation. If the second tuning capability as shown in Table A is 
built into the sources from the start , then the requirement would be satisfied. 
However, additional options exist for changing ECU source frequency on time 
scales of a week. In the case of gyrotrons, the gyrotron tul>e containing the 
electron gun, resonator, and mode converter could be replaced, keeping the 
magnet , power supplies, and transmission line the same. The gvrotron tube, 
once developed, represents a small fraction of the overall cost of a gyrotron-
based ECH system. In the case of an FEL, the wiggler period or beam energy 
could be adjusted on day t ime scales t o optimize performance at a l ternate 
frequencies. 
3.3 Breakdown (Arcing in Transmission) 
The power densities considered for CIT EOH are high enough tha t break­
down in the transmission line should be investigated. Above a threshold power 
density, breakdown occurs at millimeter wave frequencies when a few initial 
electrons are accelerated by inverse bremsstrahlung absorption to energies suf­
ficient for ionizing gas molecules, producing additional electrons that continue 
the process until an electron density of greater than I 0 1 3 cm ' is produced. 
The resulting arc cuts off further millimeter wave transmission and can be 
damaging to the ECH system. 
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In a clean gas, the initial electrons needed to start a breakdown generally 
are not present. However, in the presence of contamination such as dust par­
ticles or at the surface of a mirror in the transmission line, the initial electrons 
can be readily produced by high peak fields. 
For microwave electromagnetic beams with pulse lengths > 50 ns, it has 
been shown that the breakdown threshold in air is given approximately by 
J * 2 . 6 ( P 2 + 2 / 2 ) , 
where , / is the power density in W c m " 2 , p is pressure in torr, and / is frequency 
in GHz. For 280 GHz at atmospheric pressure, this gives an approximate 
threshold of 2 MW c m " 3 . 9 
For shorter pulses the breakdown threshold should scale inversely with the 
pulse length. However, data taken at 0.4 mm wavelength (second harmonic 
for ( ' IT) with a pulsed DjO laser has shown an air breakdown threshold as 
low as 0.5 MW cm 2 with 7 ns pulses. 1" The air in these measurements was 
pre-ionized by power densities as low as 1 MW c m ' 2 on a nearby surface. 
Therefore, a conservative approach to avoiding breakdown in an air-filled 
transmission line for continuous power would be to design the ECU system so 
that power densities are less than 0.1 MW cm 2 . T h e peak power level of cw 
F,C'H sources for C1T such as the 1 MW gyrotron and the 2-3 MW TRW FEL 
is low enough that the beam power density can be kept under 0.1 MW cm 2 
in waveguide diameters as small as 10 cm. Therefore, a conservative approach 
to the design of the transmission line with respect to breakdown is possible. 
With high peak power pulsed EC'H sources such as a pulsed 1FEL or 
CARM, a different approach to the problem is necessary. The program o r 
the 1FEL at LLNL does consider that an evacuated waveguide is necessary. 
In fact, there will be no window between the ECU source and the plasma for 
the MTX experiment, and there is no window planned for CAT. An analysis 
by E. B. Hooper of LLNL (see the appendix) concludes tha t breakdown of the 
background gas in the quasi-optical transmission line will not be a problem. 
Moreover, the permitted gas pressures are much larger than required in the 
transmission line for cleanliness regarding the plasma and the IFKL source. 
However, experiments will be needed to establish breakdown limits, which 
could be related to effects not yet identified, such as micro-particle contami­
nation of the transmission line. 
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3.4 Decision Criteria 
The decision on which source technologies are most appropriate for ( ' IT will 
depend on a number of criteria. Possible criteria that could be used include: 
I. Confidence level for meeting minimum objectives of performance and 
schedule; 
'2. Timetable to demonstrate important milestones: 
li. Costs of both research and development and hardware; 
). Cost sensitivity to deviations from projected source performance; 
5. flexibility to accommodate evolution of the CIT design (field, density, 
tunabilitv) and physics uncertainties. 
The ranking of the various source technologies by these criteria could also 
change with t ime as these technologies mature, it would also be affected by 
the CIT timetable. 
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4 Discussion of Possible Strategies 
4.1 Spanning Initial and Final Parameters 
The EC'H power system on OIT is to begin 7 Tesla operation in 1996. and 
continue for 1 - 4 years at this field. In the years 1997-9 the level should he 
raided lo 10 and 11 Tesla. 
There are three general approaches: 
!. a tunable system which ran span the range from 180 to 280 GHz (7 to 
10 Tesla); this could be step-tunability, with steps on the scale of tens 
of GHz; 
2. an upgrade to the initial 180 GHz system in which crucial frequency-
sensitive components are changed; 
3. installation of a 280 GHz system, which is operated on 7 Tesla discharges 
by launching with enough k. to resonate with electrons moving along ihe 
field. 
Tunability is the best, if it can be obtained. However, the difficulties of reach­
ing reliable high power at 180 GHz may be enough without the additional 
demands of optional operation at 280 GHz. Choice number three adds the 
demands of 280 GHz to the possible physics uncertainties associated with us­
ing the Doppier shift to resonate with lower fields, and the engineering of a 
practical, adjustable mirror. 
The approach taken depends on progress in the coming years of the de­
velopment program. At the present moment, a plan involving an upgrade 
looks favorable. Using the gyrotron approach as an example, a reasonable 
plan might be the following: develop and install a 180 GHz gyrulron system 
for 1996. but design the superconducting magnets and power supplies to be 
operable at 10 Tesla. When the toroidal magnetic field can be raised to 10 
Testa, upgrade or replace the gyrotron cavity, gun. drift tube, and collector as 
necessary. 
Less favorable in appearance is a plan to install a full 280 GHz system 
al the beginning and operate it in a 7 Tesla environment for several years. 
I'sing the Doppier shift introduces new physics to the EC'H interaction. In 
particular, the low field plasma has to be pre-heated to a significant degree to 
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absorb power well. Also, it appears more probable that reliable high power 
will exist at 180 GHz than a t 280 GHz during the early years of ("IT. 
4.2 Second Harmonic Heating 
First harmonic heating (fundamental) has been discussed, rather than sec­
ond harmonic. This is because significant power is now available at 1 II) GHz 
with gyrotrons, which is comparable to the 180 GHz required for 7 Tesla. A 
second harmonic system is 360 to 560 GHz. representing an enormous advance 
in the state of the art . 
The second harmonic does have advantages in physics, particularly the 
ability to push the density much higher. 
The strategy for ( ' IT is to focus on >n early implementation of high power 
first harmonic heating. Depending on progress of the (.'IT project itself and the 
R&D mi ECH sources, a later decision to move the focus to second harmonic-
could appear advisable. 
4.3 Rapid Frequency Control and Feedback 
Fine tuning the frequency on short time scales to influence plasma stability 
and confinement could be advantageous. The technology to do this has not 
been developed and the benefits have not been demonstrated. This element 
should be considered for addition to the ("IT program when technology and 
experiments are available. 
As in section 4.2, the strategy for CIT is to focus on early implementation 
of high power heating. Depending on progress with sources and physics tlA'D. 
rapid fine tuning can be added, or some hifth power equipment can be converted 
to this purpose. 
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5 Conclusions 
There are now two main approaches to the technology of EC'H sources. The 
gyrotron leads in terms of energy at high frequency now delivered 
from a source, and an implementation of gyrotrons on CIT has the advantage 
of installed and paid-for DO power from the TFTR neutral beam system. The 
IFEL holds the promise of tunability. The tnnability has the potential 
for being rapid enough to follow the ramp of the magnetic field, and to follow 
the location of certain magnetic surfaces in the plasma. 
Important advances must occur with both the gyrotron and the 
IFEL to reach the performance desired for C'T. However, assuming ade­
quate support is provided from now to the end of 1992, an informed evaluation 
of both technologies can be made in time to decide on the best path for f'IT. 
Accordingly, the ('IT schedule now shows a decision point regarding a 
commitment to the gyrotron and/or the IFEL at the end of 1992. 
The best path may not involve a total system based entirely on one tech­
nology as opposed to the other. Assuming that both the gyrotron and the 
IFEL progress as hoped by 1992, a combination may be desired. For example, 
the gyrotron could provide the larger portion of the power while the IFEL 
provides rapid tunability for interacting with the plasma on a fine srale. Com­
binations within a technology may be interesting. Consider 10 gyrotrons with 
different frequencies, or IFELs with wigglers of different properties. 
Funding is a concern, both for R&D and for a construction project. 
At present, the bulk of the required R&D is supported, but, the construction 
funds have not been identified. 
This document has focused on the gyrotron and the IFEL because they 
occupy the largest fraction of the support for microwave sources in the Office 
of Fusion Energy of the US Department of Energy. Other concepts deserve 
investigation, including the quasi-optical gyrotron, the cyclotron autoreso-
nance maser, and the electrostatic free electron laser with energy recovery. 
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E x p l i c i t f o rm of S c a l i n g Laws 
D. \V. Ignat and G. Bateman 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 
Energy balance in CIT is modelled in zero dimensions by setting the total 
input power equal to the power flowing out of the pUsma. If VV is the total 
particle energy in the plasma, Tg is the energy confinement t ime for conduction, 
Pxad >s power radiated in parallel with conduction, P<>H ' S *-n f l ohmic heating 
from the plasma current, P a is the power from alpha heating, and P J u T is the 
auxiliary heating power, then in steady state: 
POH ^ Pa + / '•W = tt'/TE + PRad 
The scaling laws under discussion regard the parametric variation of rg and 
Pflad-
We consider that discharges heated only by ohmic heating have one scaling 
law. and discharges with dominant auxiliary heating have another scaling law. 
For ohmic heating, the "Neo-Alcator" scal ing" is used: 
TN_A - Q.QTnalPqcyt 
For discharges with strong auxiliary heating, one or the other of two scaling 
laws is discussed. The more favor* nk :.s "Kaye-Goldston"' scaling 1: 
T h --c = 0 . 0 5 5 ( , V / 2 1 / 2 ) l / V - M / ' - 2 , / > ° • " V " 9 * 1 6 5 & • ° , » s a 2 B 
and the less favorable is "'Goldslon-Aachen" scaling 2 : 
r(i_A = 0 .03r ( .U/1 .5 ) I / 2 K°- s / ' "P " V a:,7R' n 
The quantities and units are as follows: 
XI 
T Confinement t ime, seconds 
,1 / Average mass of hydrogenic species* amu 
K Elongation ratio 
B Toroidal magnetic field. Tesla 
/ Plasma current, Megamperes 
>: Line-averaged electron density, 1 0 2 0 / m 3 
P Auxiliary power (including alpha particle heating) 
in Megawatts 
o Minor radius (half-width at midplane), meters 
R Major radius, meters 
qty, cylindrical q = r,a2B{\ -~ K ' ) / 2 / ( / « ) 
To get one number for the confinement time, Tg, the laws from ohmic 
healing and auxiliary heating are combined according to an inverse square 
law. which has as its foundation the rule of reasonability: 
[\/TE? - (1/T/V A)2 - (l/rAux)2 , 
where r .4 U I is either of TK a or TQ.A, depending on which scaling law for 
auxiliary heating is being considered. 
The radiation term, P / w , includes bremsstrahlung, but neither line radi­
ation nor synchrotron radiation, which are neglected. The formula 1 2 adopted 
is: 
PRad = 0 .0168Z C / / / n 2 r 1 2 , 
where Ztjj is the effective ion charge of the plasma, taken to be 1.5 in the 
examples in this document, and T is the electron temperature in units of 10 
keV. 
One should note that the scaling laws termed Neo-Alcator, Kaye-Goldston, 
and Goldston-Aachen, were derived ignoring radiation. This means that radia­
tive losses were included in the scaling laws. In this analysis the radiative losses 
are added explicitly to a form of energy confinement which already included 
radiation in a sense. This is done t o make sure that physically impossible re­
sults are not obtained a t high densities and low temperatures where radiation 
is high. 
2-1 
The calculations of Figures 1 through 3 include profiles for density and 
temperature of the form 
n(x) = n(0)( l - x7)"-
and 
•T(x) = r(0)(l -xz)aT , 
where x is fractional distance from the center on the midplane. T h e powers 
a„j are noted on the Figures. 
The enhancement over Goldston scaling of 1.8 in Figures 2 and 3 refer to 
an arbitrary multiplier on the formula above for re;-A. 
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Appendix 2 
Breakdown in I F E L Quasi -Opt ica l Transmiss ion S y s t e m 
by 
E. B. Hooper, Jr. 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
S u m m a r y The issue of breakdown of background gas in the quasi-optical 
transmission system is examined for a range of parameters including MTX 
and CIT . The parameters are far enough from breakdown conditions that no 
problems are anticipated. Surface breakdown is not analyzed here, but fields 
are much less than in the waveguide where it has been argued not to be a 
problem. 
Analys i s During the IFEL pulse, heating of stray electrons will cause 
exponentiation of the electron density although, as will be seen, the pulse 
length is short enough that the density will not build up very far. Following the 
pulse, further ionization will occur as the electrons lose energy and the plasma 
recombines on the walls of the transmission line. At the low gas densities in 
the system, collisions are infrequent and the losses to the walls will be at the 
sound speed of the plasma. 
T h e average electron density, n,., in the transmission line will approximately 
vary as: 
dncjdt -- {n0{<rve)ETpf - c,/L]ne 
Here, n„ - p x 3.5 • 10 1 6 is t he gas density in c m " 3 , with p the pressure in t o rn 
(avr) is the ionization rate averaged over the electron distribution. E is the 
enhancement coefficient due to ionization following the IFEL pulse. r p is the 
pulse duration, / is the IFEL repetition rate, c, - 10 6 X e 1 / 2 / .4 is the speed of 
sound (with Tt the electron temperature in eV and .4 the atomic mass), and 
/, is the effective distance to the walls. 
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We will get breakdown when the coefficient of n c in the above formula is 
greater than 0. so that the electron density can exponentiate. Thus, for there 
to be no breakdown, we require: 
p<3-lD-"Tl'*/\A{mm)ELTpf] . 
We use the maximum value of the ionization rate for our estimates: 
Gas A(crvt) (cm3 / sec) 
hydrogen (gas or molecule) 3.0 io- s 
oxygen (gas or molecule) 1.5 10 6 
nitrogen (gas or molecule) 1.3 10 6 
argon 8.0 10 6 
The maxima all occur between 100 and 300 eV; for estimating purposes, 
take T^2 = 16 and E = 10. We consider several applications: 
M T X 
Hydrogen in the transport system; L - 30 cm, T P - 50 ns, / = 5 • 10 3 Hz, 
p < 0.2torr. 
In the port , L — 3 cm, and p is about 10 times that in the transport , both 
here and in the examples below. 
Oxygen and nitrogen in the transport system; 
p < 4 • 10 Horr. 
Argon in the transport system; 
p< 8- 10 'torr. 
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These condition!! are all easily met. 
C I T 
Dimensions and pulse lengths for CIT are similar, but / could be as large 
as 2 10"1 Hz. Thus, the limiting pressures are: hydrogen, 5 • 10 z torr; oxygen 
and nitrogen. 1U"3; and argon, 2 • 10" 4 torr. 
D i scuss ion The lack of ionization largely arises from the fact that 
the minimum ionization time, {na{tTVe}max)~\ is long compared with the mi­
crowave pulse, 50 ns. For example, in hydrogen gas a t 10~ 3 torr, the ionization 
t ime is 500 ns: and in argon at 10 s torr, the ionization time is -5000 ns. Thus, 
there is very little buildup of electron density during a microwave pulse. 
Finally, note that the permitted gas pressures are much larger than re­
quired in the transmission line for cleanliness and much larger than designed. 
(Consequently, the crudeness of the model used in the analysis should not affect 
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Table I: Selected Parameters of the CIT Design 
Parameter Valu 
Major Radius, R 2.1 m 
Half-width, a 0.65 m 
Half-height, b 1.3 m 
CiuTPiu, I II MA 
Start-up value 7." MA 
Toroidal Field, B 10 T 
Start-up value 7 T 
Fusion power at beta limit 300 MW 
Flat top time 5 seconds 
\uml)er of pulses at full performance 3000 
Fusion energy released during lifetime 6.5 TerajouJe 
Trovon parameter, 0 % /(1/aB) 3 
Murakami parameter, n2o / (B/Rg t ) 2 
Elongation, kappa 2 
Safety fartor, q at 95% flux 3.2, at least 
Triangularity 0.25, at least 
Enhancement over Goldston scaling 
in order tt> achieve ignition at 10 T 2 
Enhancement over Kave-Coldston 
scaling in order to achieve ignition 
at 7 T 
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Figures 
FIG. 1. Plasma operation contours of constant auxiliary power (in MW) re­
quired In maintain a certain density (ordinate) and temperature (abscissa). 
The zero power contour at low temperature represents ohmic heating. Ig­
nition is at threshold on the zero power contour covering 6 to 20 JceV 
temperature. The scaling law assumed is that of Kaye-Goldston. Field 
and current are 10 Tesla and 11 MA. Soft operational limits on density 
and beta are shown by heavy solid lines. (G. Bateman) 
FIG. 2. Plasma operation contours as in Fig. 1 according to the Goldston scal­
ing law, enhanced by a factor of 1.8. This shows that 60 MW of auxiliary 
power does not lead to ignition in the steady state. (G. Bateman) 
FJG. 3. Contours of constant energy multiplication (Q) for the case of Fig. 2. 
This shows, when examined in conjunction with Fig. 2, tha t an auxiliary 
power of 25 MW leads to a Q of 10. (G. Bateman) 
FIG. 4. Reference waveform for 10 Tesla and 11 MA operation. The flat por­
tion of the toroidal field and plasma current is reached at 7.5 seconds from 
the initiation of the current. Half current and 80% of magnetic field is 
reached 3 seconds earlier. (W. Reiersen) 
FIG. 5. Reference waveform for 11 Tesla and 11 MA operation. The flat por­
tion of the toroidal field and plasma current is reached at 7.5 seconds from 
the initiation of the current. Half current and 80% of magnetic field is 
reached 4 seconds earlier. Flat-top time is limited to 3 seconds at 11 Tesla. 
(W. Reiersen) 
FIG. 6. Reference waveform for 7 Tesla and 7.7 MA operation. The flat por­
tion of the toroidal field and plasma current is reached at 7.5 seconds from 
the initiation of the current. Half current and 80% of magnetic field is 
reached 3 seconds earlier. This level of performance can be reached with 
fewer power supplies than in the case of Figs. 1-2. With the same power, 
the 7 Testa current and field ramp could be faster. (W. Reiersen) 
FIG. 7. Plasma position versus t ime during a ramp of the discharge current 
from zero to 11 MA. as shown by the major radius (top) and minor radius 
(bot tom). (S. Jardin and -N. Pomphrey) 
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FIG. 8. Equilibria during (aj ramp-up; (b) flat-top; (c) ramp-down. (S. Jardin 
and N. Putnphrcy) 
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FIG. 1. Plasma operation contours of constant auxiliary power (in MW) re­
quired to maintain a certain density (ordinate) and temperature (abscissa). 
The zero power contour at low temperature represents ohmic heating. Ig­
nition is a(. threshold on the zero power contour covering 6 to 20 keV 
temperature. The scaling law assumed is that of Kaye-Coldston. Field 
and current are 10 Tesla and 11 MA. Soft operational limits on density 
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FIG. 6. Reference waveform for 7 Tesla and 7.7 M.\ operation. The flat por­
tion of Lhe toroidal field and plasma current is reached at 7,5 seconds from 
the initiation of the current. Hair current and 80% of magnetic field is 
reached 3 seconds earlier. This level of performance can he reached with 
fewer rniwer supplies than in the case of Figs. 1-2. With the same power, 
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FIG. 7. Plasma position versus time during a ramp of the discharge current 
from zero to 11 MA, as shown by the major radius (top) and minor radius 
(bottom). (S. Jardin and N. Pomphrey) 
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